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A driving force for most investors seeking to add a private equity allocation to their portfolios is the strong 
performance that the asset class has consistently generated over time. Since 2009, the total number of global 
private equity investors has more than tripled, growing to nearly 10,000 global investors at the end of 2020.  
The asset class has historically experienced a 5%-15% increase in the number of new investors on an annual 
basis, however the growth of new private equity investors has been 10%-15% in recent years. We believe these 
growth figures will remain elevated due to continued strong demand, which is largely driven by return targets, 
strong equity markets, and portfolios that have become larger and better able to accept illiquid private market 
allocations.     

As more investors enter into the private equity space, it will likely become more difficult to access top performing 
managers due to fund size capacity constraints and the deeply established relationships that formed between 
early investors and these managers as they grew their platforms. Investors who are unable to gain exposure to the 
funds of established managers will need to seek out emerging managers for allocations.  While these emerging 
managers have historically provided a higher median return due to strong incentive alignments and smaller fund 
sizes, they have come with a much wider range of performance outcomes.  New and existing investors are likely 
to require guidance as difficult choices will need to be made when it comes to either constructing a new private 
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Over the past decade, nearly 7,000 new investors have entered the private equity universe amid 
strong performance from the asset class
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equity program or refining an established program. To that point, difficult selections must be made as many 
managers are both returning to the market more quickly than they have in the past and raising larger funds 
with capital deployment outside their historical focus. 

All of this being said, investors should not be deterred from exploring the value of an allocation to the private 
equity space given the benefits the asset class provides, including diversification and the potential for strong 
absolute returns. While the private equity investor universe is mostly comprised of larger, institutional investors 
like pension plans, endowments, and foundations, high-net-worth individuals and families have increasingly 
made allocations to private equity investments in recent years. We would encourage clients with sizeable 
asset levels, the ability to build diversified programs, and appropriate tolerances for the illiquidity associated 
with these types of investments to consider adding an allocation to private equity within their portfolios in a 
prudent and thoughtful manner. 
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commercially available databases, and other economic and financial market data sources.

The sources of information used in this document are believed to be reliable. Marquette has not independently verified all of the information in this document 
and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Marquette accepts no liability for any direct or consequential losses arising from its use. The information provided 
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verification and we urge clients to compare the information set forth in this statement with the statements you receive directly from the custodian in order to 
ensure accuracy of all account information. Past performance does not guarantee future results and investing involves risk of loss. No graph, chart, or formula 
can, in and of itself, be used to determine which securities or investments to buy or sell. 

Forward‐looking statements, including without limitation any statement or prediction about a future event contained in this presentation, are based on 
a variety of estimates and assumptions by Marquette, including, but not limited to, estimates of future operating results, the value of assets, and market 
conditions. These estimates and assumptions, including the risk assessments and projections referenced, are inherently uncertain and are subject to 
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to buy or sell any security. Any forecasts, figures, opinions, or investment techniques and strategies described are intended for informational purposes 
only. They are based on certain assumptions and current market conditions, and although accurate at the time of writing, are subject to change without 
prior notice. Opinions, estimates, projections, and comments on financial market trends constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. 
Marquette expressly disclaims all liability in respect to actions taken based on any or all of the information included or referenced in this document. The 
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About Marquette Associates

Marquette was founded in 1986 with the sole objective of providing investment consulting at the highest caliber of service. 
Our expertise is grounded in our commitment to client service — our team aims to be a trusted partner and as fiduciaries, 
our clients’ interests and objectives are at the center of everything we do. Our approach brings together the real-world 
experience of our people and our dedication to creativity and critical thinking in order to empower our clients to meet their 
goals. For more information, please visit www.MarquetteAssociates.com.


